¾” (19.05mm)

85.4

Cavazzo
Finishes

59.5

130

Thread

72.3

Finish

Part No.

Chrome

1003H-CP-

Polished Nickel

1003H-PN-

Matt Bronze

1003H-MT-

Options
Option
w/ Cross
Handles

w/ Lever
Handles

Care and Maintenance

Minimum maintenance is required to maintain product finish. With proper
maintenance your Rubex faucet will continually look like new. Special care
should be taken when cleaning your faucet and the following suggestions will
help extend your faucet life
A. Cleaning should be done regularly using a soft cotton cloth and
warm water; then towel dry
B. Do not use cleaners that contain abrasives or harsh chemicals;
care should be taken in selecting cleaning supplies. Many cleaners
contain detergents, ammonia, or other corrosive solvents that
could damage your faucet finish.
C. Occasionally clean with a non-abrasive wax polish

Warranty

Part No.
1003H-CP-X
1003H-PN-X
1003H-MT-X
1003H-CP-LV
1003H-PN-LV
1003H-MT-LV

Old Fashion Faucets warrants the original purchase for a LIMITED LIFE TIME
from original purchase that the product will be free of any manufacturing
defects. Product will be replaced at no charge provided it has been installed
in accordance to the attached installation instruction, used as recommended
and not damaged due to misuse, abuse, faulty maintenance, accident, or
other damage. Old Fashion Faucets is not responsible for replacement labour
costs, or shipping charges, or damage incurred during installation,
transportation, removal, repair, or replacements. All warranty claims are to be
made to sales@oldfashionfaucets.com and shall be accompanied by the
original purchase receipt and photographs of the damage.

Installation Instruction
It is recommended to consult a professional if you are unfamiliar with installing bathroom fixtures and plumbing.
TAIC accepts no liability for any damages to property or personal injury during installation
This tub is primarily intended for tub mount applications.
1. Remove lock nuts from the back of the faucet and insert faucet through mounting holes in tub
2. Hand-tighten washers and hex nuts to secure faucet to tub. (Washers may not be mandatory)
3. Check to make sure faucet is properly aligned and adjust as needed. When faucet is in the proper position,
finish tightening the hex nuts with your adjustable wrench.
4. Attach the hot & cold-water feed tubes to the water inlets on the back of the faucet. Tip; use plumbers’
tape on hose & pipes before you attached supply lines in order to ensure a leak free connection
5. Finish your installation by attaching supply hoses or tubes
6. After all connections have been made, while the faucet is in the off positions turn on the water supply and
check to make sure that all connections are tight and that no water drips or leaks are present. Once it is
confirmed that there are no leaks open the faucet and allow water to flow through the faucet.
7. End

Note: This faucet is often paired with the following water supply lines
Straight Supply Lines
Straight Supply Lines w/
Offset Supply Lines
Valves
5576ST Chrome
5573ST Brushed Nickel

5576-V Chrome
5573-V Brushed Nickel

5576CP Chrome
5576BN Brushed Nickel

Offset Supply Lines W/
Valves
5576CP-X or -LV Chrome
5573BN-X or -LV Br. Nick.
5576MT-X or -LV Matt Brz

Parts Breakdown
1. Mounting Nut
¾” Metal Nut

Please note faucet finish when ordering parts, part numbers shown are for chrome finish and may vary.

2. Escutcheon Rings
¾” threaded escutcheon
3. Faucet Body
All brass body

1

4A. Lever Handles

2

4B. Cross Handles
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5. H Button & Ring
For cross handles

4A

5

6

6. C Button & Ring
For cross handles
7. 1003H-CH
Ceramic Hot Cartridge
8. 1003H-CC
Ceramic Cold Cartridge
9. Cartridge Cover
Replacement parts shown
above may be available
upon request.
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